Renoir, My Father.

In this delightful memoir, Jean Renoir, the director of such masterpieces of the cinema as
Grand Illusion and The Rules of the Game, tells the life story of his father, Pierre-Auguste
Renoir, the great Impressionist painter. Recounting Pierre-Augustes extraordinary career,
beginning as a painter of fans and porcelain, recording the rules of thumb by which he worked,
and capturing his unpretentious and wonderfully engaging talk and personality, Jean Renoirs
book is both a wonderful double portrait of father and son and, in the words of the
distinguished art historian John Golding, it remains the best account of Renoir, and,
furthermore, among the most beautiful and moving biographies we have. Includes 12 pages of
color plates and 18 pages of black and white images.
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Renoir, My Father has ratings and 50 reviews. Laurel said: The nuggets that I discovered
throughout this book made it a rewarding read. Written by hi. About Renoir, My Father. In this
delightful memoir, Jean Renoir, the director of such masterpieces of the cinema as Grand
Illusion and The. RENOIR, MY FATHER. JEAN RENOIR (â€“), the son of the painter
Auguste. Renoir, was born in Paris, grew up in the south of France. This is an immensely
readable biography of Pierre Auguste Renoir by his film producer son. Based on conversations
which the author had with his father during. Renoir, My Father e un film del diretto da Alan
Cooke e basato sulla vita del pittore francese Pierre-Auguste Renoir.
The best movie in New York is playing at the Frick Museum, and it's by Renoirâ€” not the
film director Jean Renoir but his father, Pierre-Auguste Renoir, . Directed by Alan Cooke.
With Richard O'Callaghan, Peggy Aitchison, Ian Bamforth, Brigid Erin Bates. A play about
the life and work of the artist Auguste Renoir.
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